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Abstract

The field of medicine, both medical science and medical practice, has experienced a tremendous transformation during the past half century. This session explores the reasons and impacts of this transformation as seen through the lens of a surgeon who has practiced medicine for nearly 50 years.

Current research shows that throughout time, trust has remained a crucial component in patients’ decisions to seek medical care, in the provision of care, and in health outcomes. This trust in medicine translates to patients’ confidence that their health is the absolute and unquestioned priority of the medical professionals who treat them. Yet, this trust in medicine, and by extension the trust in the sacredness of the doctor-patient relationship, has eroded drastically during the past 5 decades. The erosion of trust has rendered our systems of medical care in a state of significant imbalance.

What factors have contributed to this imbalance? What is the impact of this imbalance on patients, on medical professionals, on the provision of care, and on health outcomes? Can balance be restored? What factors have intruded on the sacred trust between doctors and patients? How do we restore this trust given its essential role to patients’ health and health outcomes?
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